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Abstract

This article introduces a methodology to perform live time-traversal
SPARQL queries on RDF datasets and software based on this methodol-
ogy that oers a solution to manage the provenance and change-tracking
of entities described using RDF. These are crucial factors in ensuring ver-
iability and trust. Nevertheless, some of the most prominent knowledge
bases – including DBpedia, Wikidata, Yago, and the Dynamic Linked
Data Observatory – do not support time-agnostic queries, i.e., queries
across dierent snapshots together with provenance information. The
OpenCitations Data Model (OCDM) describes one possible way to track
provenance and entities’ changes in RDF datasets, and it allows restor-
ing an entity to a specic status in time (i.e., a snapshot) by applying
SPARQL update queries. The methodology and library presented in this
article are based on the rationale introduced in the OCDM. We also de-
veloped benchmarks proving that such a procedure is ecient for specic
queries and less ecient for others. To the best of our knowledge, our
library is the only one to support all the time-related retrieval function-
alities live, i.e., enabling real-time searches and updates. Moreover, since
OCDM complies with standard RDF, queries are expressed via standard
SPARQL.

Keywords— semantic web, query processing, trust

1 Introduction

Data reliability is based on provenance: who produced information, when, and the
primary source. Such provenance information is essential because the truth value of
an assertion on the Web is never absolute, as claimed by Wikipedia, which on its pol-
icy on the subject states: “the threshold for inclusion in Wikipedia is veriability, not
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truth” (Garnkel, 2008). The Semantic Web reinforces this aspect since each applica-
tion processing information must evaluate trustworthiness by probing the statements’
context (i.e., the provenance) (Koivunen & Miller, 2001).

Moreover, data changes over time, for either the natural evolution of concepts or
the correction of mistakes. Indeed, the latest version of knowledge may not be the most
accurate. Such phenomena are particularly tangible in the Web of Data, as highlighted
in a study by the Dynamic Linked Data Observatory, which noted the modication
of about 38% of the nearly 90,000 RDF documents monitored for 29 weeks and the
permanent disappearance of 5% (Käfer et al., 2013).

Notwithstanding these premises, the most extensive RDF datasets to date – DB-
Pedia, Wikidata, Yago, and the Dynamic Linked Data Observatory – either do not use
RDF to track changes or do not provide provenance information at the entity level.
(Dooley & Božić, 2019; Orlandi & Passant, 2011; Project, 2021; Umbrich et al., 2010).
Therefore, they don’t allow SPARQL time-traversal queries on previous statuses of
their entities together with provenance information. For instance, Wikidata allows
SPARQL queries on entities temporally annotated via its proprietary RDF extension
but does not allow queries on change-tracking data.

The main reason behind this phenomenon is that the founding technologies of the
Semantic Web – namely SPARQL, OWL, and RDF – did not initially provide an ef-
fective mechanism to annotate statements with metadata information. This lacking
led to the introduction of numerous metadata representation models, none of which
succeeded in establishing itself over the others and becoming a widely accepted stan-
dard to track both provenance and changes to RDF entities (Berners-Lee, 2005; Board,
2020; Caplan, 2017; Carroll et al., 2005; Ciccarese et al., 2008; Damiani et al., 2019;
da Silva et al., 2006; Dividino et al., 2009; Flouris et al., 2009; Hartig & Thompson,
2019; Hoart et al., 2013; Lebo et al., 2013; Moreau et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2014;
Pediaditis et al., 2009; Sahoo et al., 2010; Sahoo & Sheth, 2009; Suchanek et al., 2019;
Zimmermann et al., 2012).

In the past, some software was developed to perform time-traversal queries on
RDF datasets, enabling the reconstruction of the status of a particular entity at a
given time. However, as far as we know, all existing solutions need to preprocess
and index RDF data to work eciently (Cerdeira-Pena et al., 2016; Im et al., 2012;
Neumann & Weikum, 2010; Pellissier Tanon & Suchanek, 2019; Taelman et al., 2019).
This requirement is impractical for linked open datasets that constantly receive many
updates, such as Wikidata. For example, “Ostrich requires ∼ 22 hours to ingest
revision 9 of DBpedia (2.43M added and 2.46M deleted triples)” (Pelgrin et al., 2021).
Conversely, software operating on the y either does not support all query types (Noy
& Musen, 2002), or supports them non-generically by imposing a custom database
(Graube et al., 2016) or a specic triplestore (Arndt et al., 2019; Sande et al., 2013).

This work introduces a methodology and a Python library enabling all the time-
related retrieval functionalities identied by Fernández et al. (2016) live, i.e., allowing
real-time queries and updates without preprocessing the data. Moreover, data can
be stored on any RDF-compliant storage system (e.g., RDF-serialized textual les
and triplestores) when the provenance and data changes are tracked according to the
OpenCitations Data Model (Daquino et al., 2020).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on
metadata representation models, retrieval functionalities, and archiving policies for dy-
namic linked data. Section 3 showcases the methodology underlying the time-agnostic-
library implementation, and Section 4 discusses the nal product from a quantitative
point of view, reporting the benchmarks results on execution times and memory.
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2 Related works

This section reviews related metadata representation models (Section 2.1) before delv-
ing into query typologies, query languages (Section 2.2), and existing methodologies
to performing such queries (Section 2.3).

2.1 Representing dynamic linked data

The landscape of strategies to formally represent provenance in RDF is vast and frag-
mented (Sikos & Philp, 2020).

To date, the only W3C standard syntax for annotating triples’ provenance is RDF
reication (Manola & Miller, 2004) and it is the only one to be back-compatible with
all RDF-based systems. However, there are several deprecation proposals for this
syntax (Beckett, 2010), due to its poor scalability.

Dierent approaches have been proposed since 2005, and four categories of solu-
tions can be identied:

• Encapsulating provenance in RDF triples: n-ary relations (W3C, 2006), PaCE
(Sahoo et al., 2010) and singleton properties (Nguyen et al., 2014)

• Associating provenance to the triple through RDF quadruples: named graphs
(Carroll et al., 2005), RDF/S graphsets (Pediaditis et al., 2009), RDF triple
coloring (Flouris et al., 2009), and nanopublications (Groth et al., 2010).

• Extending the RDF data model: Notation 3 Logic (Berners-Lee, 2005), RDF+
(Dividino et al., 2009),
SPOTL(X) (Hoart et al., 2013), annotated RDF (aRDF) (Udrea et al., 2010;
Zimmermann et al., 2012), and RDF* (Hartig & Thompson, 2019).

• Using ontologies: Proof Markup Language (da Silva et al., 2006), SWAN Ontol-
ogy (Ciccarese et al., 2008), Provenir Ontology (Sahoo & Sheth, 2009), Prove-
nance Ontology (Gil et al., 2010), Open Provenance Model (Moreau et al., 2011),
PREMIS (Caplan, 2017), Dublin Core Metadata Terms (Board, 2020), and the
OpenCitations Data Model (Daquino et al., 2020).

For a complete analysis and comparison, refer to Sikos & Philp (2020). In this
context it is important to stress that most of these solutions do not comply with
RDF 1.1 (i.e., RDF/S graphsets, N3Logic, aRDF, RDF+, SPOTL(X), and RDF*),
are domain-specic (i.e., Provenir, SWAN, and PREMIS ontologies), rely on blank
nodes (n-ary relations), or suer from scalability issues (singleton properties, PaCE).

Despite being incompatible with RDF 1.1, it is worth mentioning that a W3C work-
ing group has recently published the rst draft to make RDF* a standard (Gschwend
& Lassila, 2022).

To date, named graphs (Carroll et al., 2005) and the Provenance Ontology (Moreau
& Missier, 2013) are the most adopted approaches to attach provenance metadata to
RDF triples. On the one hand, Named Graphs are widespread because they are
compliant with RDF 1.1 and can be queried with SPARQL 1.1; they are scalable,
and have several serialization formats (i.e., TriX, TriG, and N-Quads). On the other,
the Provenance Ontology was published by the Provenance Working Group as a W3C
Recommendation in 2013, meeting all the requirements for provenance on the Web
and collecting existing ontologies into a single general model.

The OpenCitations Data Model (Daquino et al., 2020) represent provenance and
track changes in a way that complies with RDF 1.1 and relies on well-known and widely
adopted standards, PROV-O, named graphs, and Dublin Core, as will be detailed in
Section 3.
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2.2 Querying dynamic linked data

Fernández, Polleres, and Umbrich (2016) provided two classications on time agnostic
queries, a low-level one relating to “query atoms” and a high-level one about “retrieval
needs”. In this article, we use the high-level classication, which is more explicit about
the queries to reconstruct a full version of an entity, an entire delta, and the query on
multiples/all deltas, without the need to derive them by composition between multiple
queries atoms. Before detailing such queries, it is required to dene what an entity, a
time-aware dataset, and a version are.

Denition 1 (Entity). An entity E is the set of RDF triples (s,p,o) having the same
subject s.

Denition 2 (Time-aware dataset). A version annotated entity is an entity E
annotated with a label i representing the version in which this entity holds, denoted by
the notation Ei, where i ∈ N . A time-aware dataset A is a set of version-annotated
entities.

Denition 3 (Version). A version of a time-aware dataset A at snapshot i is the
RDF graph Ai = {E|Ei ∈ A}.

In the query denitions, the evaluation of a SPARQL query Q on a graph G
produces a bag of solution mappings [[Q]]G .

Version materialization (VM) retrieves the full version of a specic entity. For-
mally: VM(E , i) = Ei. For example, “Get the 2014 snapshot of the entity representing
David Shotton”.

Single-version structured query (SV) retrieves the results of a SPARQL query
targeted at a specic version. Formally: SV (Q, Vi) = [[Q]]Vi

. For example, “Which
David Shotton’s papers were featured in the dataset in 2014?”.

Cross-version structured query (CV) — also called time-traversal query —
retrieves the results of a SPARQL query targeted at multiple versions. Formally:
CV (Q, Vi, Vj) = SV (Q, Vi) on SV (Q, Vj). For example, “Which David Shotton’s pa-
pers were featured in the dataset in 2013 and in 2014?”.

Delta materialization (DM) retrieves the dierences of a specic entity between
two consecutive versions. Formally: DM(E , Vi) = (∆+,∆−). With ∆+ = Ei\Ej ,
∆− = Ej\Ei and i, j ∈ N , i > j, @k ∈ N : j < k < i. For example, “What data
changed about the entity representing David Shotton in 2014?”.

Single-delta structured query (SD) retrieves the change-sets of a SPARQL
query’s results between one consecutive couple of versions. Formally: SD(Q, Vi, Vj) =
(∆+,∆−). With ∆+ = [[Q]]Vi

\[[Q]]Vj
, ∆− = [[Q]]Vj

\[[Q]]Vi
and i, j ∈ N , i > j, @k ∈

N : j < k < i. For example, “Which David Shotton’s papers were featured in the
dataset in 2014 but not in 2013?”.

Cross-delta structured query (CD) retrieves the change-sets of a SPARQL
query’s results between more than one consecutive couple of versions. Formally:
CD(Q, Vi, Vj , Vm) = SD(Q, Vi, Vj) on SD(Q, Vj , Vm). For example, “When were arti-
cles by David Shotton added to or removed from the collection?”.

Extensions of SPARQL exist to support queries on time-aware RDF datasets,
that either require using non-standard languages to map data — such as τ -SPARQL

(Tappolet & Bernstein, 2009), T-SPARQL (Grandi, 2010), and AnQL (Zimmermann
et al., 2012) — or only works on a purpose-built database, i.e. SPARQLT on the
RDF-TX system (Zaniolo et al., 2018). This article proposes a methodology to support
all query types on any triplestore in standard SPARQL.

In this direction, SPARQ-LTL (Fionda et al., 2016) proposes a relevant approach
by extending SPARQL but describing an algorithm for rewriting queries in standard
SPARQL, provided that all triples are annotated with revision numbers and the re-
visions are accessible as named graphs. However, to the best of our knowledge, this
strategy has no implementations.
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2.3 Storing dynamic linked open data

This section will review existing storage and querying methodologies, focusing on
supported queries, real-time operation, and generality. We consider generic a model
that complies with standard RDF and can be queried via standard SPARQL on any
RDF-compatible storage system.

Various archiving policies have been elaborated to store and query the evolution
of RDF datasets, namely independent copies, change-based, timestamp-based, and
fragment-based policies (Pelgrin et al., 2021).

Independent copies consist of storing each version separately. It is the most
straightforward model to implement and allows performing VM, SV, and CV easily.
However, this approach needs a massive amount of space for storing and time for pro-
cessing. Furthermore, given the dierent statements’ versions, further di mechanisms
are required to identify what changed. Nevertheless, to date, this is the archiving pol-
icy adopted by most systems and knowledge bases, such as DBPedia (Lehmann et al.,
2015), Wikidata (Dooley & Božić, 2019; Erxleben et al., 2014; “Wikidata:Database
download”, 2021), and YAGO (Project, 2021).

The rst version control systems for RDF was SemVersion (Völkel et al., 2005),
specially tailored for ontologies. It saves each version of an ontology in a separate
snapshot and dierences are calculated on the y. SemVersion supports VM, SV, DM,
and SD but not via SPARQL, because SPARQL became a W3C Recommendation in
2008 and SemVersion has not been updated since 2005.

The change-based policy was introduced to solve scalability problems caused by the
independent copies approach. It consists of saving only the deltas between one version
and the other. For this reason, DM is costless. The drawback is that additional
computational costs for delta propagation are required to support version-focused
queries.

The rst proposal of this approach relied on a RDBMS to store the original dataset
and the deltas between two consecutive versions (Im et al., 2012). To improve per-
formance, deltas are pre-processed and duplicated, or unnecessary modications are
deleted. There is no support for SPARQL and queries must be formulated in SQL.

A concrete implementation of a change-based policy is R&Wbase, a version control
system inspired by Git but designed for RDF (Sande et al., 2013). Additions and
deletions are stored in separate named graphs, and all queries are supported. However,
this model is not fully semantic, since it requires hash tables to map revisions with
change-sets. In addition, it is not triplestore-agnostic, as it supports only Fuseki and
Virtuoso.

R43ples is inspired by R&WBase and perfects it by adopting a totally semantic
model (Graube et al., 2016). It is called Revision Management Ontology and records
change-sets and the related provenance metadata in separate graphs using PROV-
O and some new properties (e.g., rmo:deltaAdded and rmo:deltaRemoved). R43ples
acts as a proxy between the data triplestore and the provenance triplestore. How-
ever, R43ples cannot be considered a generic solution, as it extends SPARQL with
some keywords to simplify the queries (e.g., REVISION, TAG, MERGE), and the current
implementation mandates using Jena TDB as the provenance triplestore.

The timestamp-based policy annotates each triple with its transaction time, that
is, the timestamp of the version in which that statement was in the dataset.

x-RDF-3X is a database for RDF designed to manage high-frequency online up-
dates, versioning, time-traversal queries, and transactions (Neumann &Weikum, 2010).
The triples are never deleted but are annotated with two elds: the insertion and
deletion timestamp, where the last one has zero value for currently living versions. Af-
terward, updates are saved in a separate workspace and merged into various indexes
at occasional savepoints. x-RDF-3X supports VM and SV queries.

v-RDFCSA uses a similar strategy but excels in reducing space requirements, com-
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pressing both the RDF archive and the timestamps attached to the triples (Cerdeira-
Pena et al., 2016). It has basic query capabilities (VM, SV, DM, and SD on single triple
patterns), and, similarly to HDT (J. D. Fernández et al., 2013), SPARQL updates are
not supported.

Dydra (Anderson, 2019) is also a TB storage system, which indexes quadruples
and associates their creation and addition times to form quintuples. It supports all
query types but extending SPARQL with the REVISION keyword.

The fragment-based approach avoids reconstructing versions via deltas by saving
only fragments of what changed. Dierent granularity levels are possible, depending
on the requirements (a graph, a subgraph, or an entity).

Quit Store (Arndt et al., 2019) inherits from R&Wbase and R43ples the Git-based
distributed version control management approach. Modied fragments are saved in
named graphs, and metadata are modeled according to PROV-O. The data model
complies with RDF 1.1, and all query types are supported in plain SPARQL 1.1.
However, the current implementation suers from high memory requirements, as all
queries are run on an in-memory quad-store.

Finally, there are hybrid storage policies that combine the changed-based approach
with the timestamp-based approach. For example, OSTRICH is a triplestore that re-
tains the rst version of a dataset and subsequent deltas, as introduced in (Im et al.,
2012). However, it merges change-sets based on timestamps to reduce redundancies
between versions, adopting a change-based and timestamp-based approach simultane-
ously (Taelman et al., 2019). OSTRICH has native support for all types of queries.

TailR (Meinhardt et al., 2015) also preserves the rst version and succeeding dis
but reduces the computational eort to reconstruct versions by also saving some inter-
mediate snapshots, adopting an IC/CB approach, and thus increasing space require-
ments. Queries are not made via SPARQL but via the Memento protocol, i.e., HTTP
content-negotiation via the Accept-Datetime header (Jones et al., 2021).

As Section 3 will detail, the OpenCitations Data Model (Heibi et al., 2019) adopts
a hybrid CB/TB approach and represents provenance and changes complying with
RDF. At the same time, this paper introduces time-agnostic-library, which enables all
types of queries using plain SPARQL on les or any triplestores live.
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Table 1: Comparative between time-agnostic-library and preexisting software
to perform time-agnostic queries on RDF datasets

* By “live” we mean that updates and queries can be executed in real time, without
requiring pre-processing
** By “generic” we mean that provenance and change-tracking are modeled complying
with RDF and can be queried via standard SPARQL on any RDF-compatible storage
system
a. It extends RDF
b. It extends SPARQL
c. It requires hash tables
d. It does not use SPARQL to perform queries
e. It requires a custom or specic database

3 Methodology

As discussed in section 2, Semantic Web technologies did not initially allow recording
or querying change-tracking provenance. For this reason, it is necessary to adopt
an external provenance model. In the context of this work, the OpenCitations Data
Model (OCDM) was employed (Daquino et al., 2020), summarized in Fig. 1.

According to the OCDM, a new snapshot is dened every time an entity is cre-
ated or modied, and it is stored within a (provenance) named graph. The snap-
shots are of type prov:Entity and are connected to the entity described through
prov:specializationOf. In addition, each snapshot records the validity dates
(prov:generatedAtTime, prov:invalidatedAtTime), the agents responsible for cre-
ation/modication of entities’ data (prov:wasAttributedTo), the primary sources
(prov:hasPrimarySource), a link to the previous snapshot in time
(prov:wasDerivedFrom), and a human readable description (dcterms:description).

Furthermore, OCDM extends the Provenance Ontology by introducing a new prop-
erty called oco:hasUpdateQuery, a mechanism to record additions and deletions from
an RDF graph with a SPARQL INSERT and SPARQL DELETE query string. This
system makes it easier to:

• recover the current statements of an entity, as they are those available in the
present dataset;

• restore an entity to a specic snapshot si, by applying the reverse operations of
all update queries from the most recent snapshot sn to si+1.

SPARQL update queries representing deltas must contain only absolute URIs, literals,
and blank nodes, while prexes and variables are not permitted.
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Figure 1: Provenance in the OpenCitations Data Model, represented using the
graphical framework Graoo

Figure 2: Usage example of the OpenCitations Data Model, shown via the
graphical framework Graoo

As shown in the Graoo diagram (Falco et al., 2014) in Fig. 2 and in Listing
1, the entity <id/80178>, representing (Watson et al., 2012), is associated with the
bibliographic resource <br/86766>, whose title is Open access and online publishing:
a new frontier in nursing?. Moreover, <br/86766> cites ve other resources, namely
<br/301102>,<br/301103>, <br/301104>, <br/301105>, and <br/301106>. The iden-
tier <id/80178> of <br/86766> was initially registered with a wrong DOI, i.e.
“10.1111/j.1365-2648.2012.06023.x.” instead of “10.1111/j.1365-2648.2012.06023.x”,
where the error is in the trailing period. The agent identied by the ORCID
0000-0002-8420-0696 corrected such a mistake on October 19th, 2021, at 19:55:55.
Therefore, the snapshot <id/80178/prov/se/2> was generated, associated with
<id/80178>, and deriving from the previous snapshot <id/80178/prov/se/1>.
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Listing 1: Usage example of the OpenCitations Data Model, translated in RDF
Turtle syntax

The taxonomy by Fernández, Polleres, and Umbrich (J. Fernández et al., 2016)
introduced in section 2.2 is used to illustrate which approaches were adopted to achieve
each type of query. Therefore, a distinction is made between version materialization,
delta materialization, single and cross-version structured query, single and cross-delta
structured query.

3.1 Version and delta materialization

Obtaining a version materialization means retrieving the full version of a specic entity.
Thus, the starting information is a resource URI and a time. Then, it is necessary
to acquire the provenance information available for that entity, querying the dataset
on which it is stored. In particular, the crucial data regards the existing snapshots,
their generation time, and update queries expressing changes through SPARQL update
query strings.

From a performance point of view, the main problem is how to get the status of a
resource at a given time without reconstructing its whole history, but only the portion
needed to get the result. Suppose tn is the present state and having all the SPARQL
update queries. The status of an entity at the time tn−k can be obtained by adding
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the inverse queries in the correct order from n to n − k + 1 and applying the queries
sum to the entity’s present graph.

For example, consider the graph of the entity
<id/80178> (Fig. 2). At present, this identier has a literal value of
“10.1111/j.1365 2648.2012.06023.x”. We want to determine if this value was modi-
ed recently, reconstructing the entity at time tn−1. The string associated with the
property oco:hasUpdateQuery at time tn is shown in Fig. 2 and Listing 1.

Therefore, to reconstruct the literal value of
<id/80178> at time tn−1, it is sucient to apply the same update query to the
current graph by replacing DELETE with INSERT and INSERT with DELETE: what was
deleted must be inserted, and what was inserted must be deleted to rewind the entity’s
time. It appears that <id/80178> had a dierent literal value at time tn−1, namely
“10.1111/j.1365-2648.2012.06023.x.”. If the resource had more than two snapshots
and the time of interest had been tn−2, it would have been necessary to execute the
same operation with the sum of the update queries associated with tn and tn−1 in this
order.

In addition to data, metadata related to a given change can be derived, asking
for supplementary information to the provenance dataset, such as the responsible
agent and the primary source. In this way, it is possible to understand who made a
specic change and the information’s origin. Finally, hooks to metadata related to
non-reconstructed states can be returned to nd out what other snapshots exist and
possibly rebuild them.

The owchart in Fig. 3 summarizes the version materialization methodology.

Figure 3: Flowchart illustrating the methodology to materialize an entity version
at a given period

The process described so far is ecient in materializing a specic entity’s version.
However, if the goal is to obtain the history of a given resource, adopting the procedure
described in Fig. 3 would mean executing, for each snapshot, all the update queries
of subsequent snapshots, repeating the same update query over and over again. Since
every resource graph needs to be output, it is more convenient to run the reverse
update query related to each snapshot on the following snapshot graph, which was
previously computed and stored.

Conversely, obtaining the materialization of a delta means returning the change
between two versions. No operations are introduced in our methodology to address
this operation because it is not needed since the OCDM already requires deltas to
be explicitly stored as SPARQL update queries strings by adopting a change-based
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policy. Therefore, the di is the starting point and is immediately available, without
the need of processing provenance change tracking data to derive it. However, if more
than a mere delta is required, and there is the demand to perform a single or cross-
delta structured query, it is helpful to have approaches to speed up this operation, as
illustrated in section 3.3.

3.2 Single and cross-version structured query

Running a structured query on versions means resolving a SPARQL query on a specic
entity’s snapshot, if it is a single-version query, or on multiple dataset’s versions, in case
of a cross-version query. In both cases, a strategy must be devised to achieve the result
eciently. According to the OCDM, only deltas are stored; therefore, the dataset’s
past conditions must be reconstructed to query those states. However, restoring as
many versions as snapshots would generate massive amounts of data, consuming time
and storage. The proposed solution is to reconstruct only the past resources signicant
for the user’s query.

Hence, given a query, the goal is to explicit all the variables, materialize every
version of each entity found, and align the respective graphs temporally to execute the
original query on each. To this end, the rst step is to process the SPARQL query
string and extract the triple patterns. Each identied triple may be joined or isolated.

Denition 4 (Joined and isolated triple pattern). A triple pattern is joined if a
path exists between its subject variable and a subject IRI in the query.

Assume there are pairwise disjoint innite sets I, V, and L (IRIs, Variables,
and Literals, respectively), and assume Path(n, n1) returns True if there is a route
through a graph between the graph nodes n and n1. Joined(s, p, o) ⇔ ∃(s1, p1, o1) :
Path(s, s1), s1 ∈ I, with (s, p, o) ∈ (I ∪ V )× (I ∪ V )× (I ∪ L ∪ V ).

Viceversa, a triple pattern is said to be isolated if such path not exists.

If a triple pattern in the input query is joined, it is possible to solve its variables
using a previously reconstructed entity graph. Consider the example in Listing 2.

Listing 2: Example of a SPARQL query containing only joined triple patterns

Once all versions of <br/86766> have been materialized, every possible value of
the variable ?br is known. At that point, all the possible values that ?id had can be
derived from all the URIs of ?br. Also, the variable ?value can be resolved similarly.
It is worth noting that a variable can have dierent values not only in dierent versions
but also in the same version. For instance, the bibliographical resource <br/86766>

cites more than just another bibliographical resource (as shown in Fig. 2). Hence, ?br
takes multiple values in all of its snapshots, determining the same for ?id and ?value.

On the other hand, a triple pattern is isolated if it is wholly disconnected from the
other patterns in the query, and its subject is a variable. The query is more generic if
there are isolated triples; therefore, identifying the relevant entities is more demanding.
However, if at least one URI is specied in the query, it is still possible to narrow the
eld so that only the strictly necessary entities are restored and not the whole dataset.
Since deltas are saved as SPARQL strings, a textual search on all available deltas can
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be executed to nd those containing the known URIs. The dierence between a delta
triple including all the isolated triple URIs and the isolated triple itself is equal to the
relevant entities to rebuild. Listing 3 shows a time-traversal query to nd all identiers
whose literal value has ever contained a trailing dot. Inside, there is the isolated triple
pattern ?id literal:hasLiteralValue ?literal, where only the predicate is known,
and the subject is not explicable by other triples within the query.

Listing 3: Example of a SPARQL query containing an isolated triple pattern

Identifying all the possible values of ?id and ?literal at any time means discov-
ering which nodes have ever been connected by the predicate
literal:hasLiteralValue. This information is enclosed in the values of
oco:hasUpdateQuery within the provenance entities’ snapshots. First, the update
queries including the predicate literal:hasLiteralValue must be isolated. Then,
they have to be parsed in order to process the triples inside. All subjects and ob-
jects linked by literal:hasLiteralValue are reconstructed to answer the user’s time-
agnostic query.

It is worth mentioning that a user query can contain both joined and isolated
triples. In this case, the disconnected triples are processed by carrying out textual
searches on the dis. In contrast, the connected ones are solved by recursively expli-
cating the variables inside them, as we saw.

After detecting the relevant resources concerning the user’s query, the next step
depends on whether it is a single-version or a cross-version query. In the rst case, for
better eciency, it is not necessary to reconstruct the whole history of every entity,
but only the portion included in the input time. On the contrary, for cross-version
queries, all the relevant versions of each resource must be restored. In both cases, the
method adopted is the version materialization described in section 3.1.

However, the initial search cannot be answered even after all the relevant data
records are obtained. Restored snapshots must be aligned to get a complete picture of
events. In particular, since the property oco:hasUpdateQuery only records changes,
if an entity was modied at time tn, but not at tn+1, that entity will appear in the
tn-related delta but not in the tn+1 one. The tn+1 graph would not include that
resource, although it should be present. As a solution, entities present at time tn but
absent in the following snapshot must be copied to the tn+1-related graph because
they were not modied. Finally, entities’ graphs are merged based on snapshots so
that contemporary information is part of the same graph.

After the pre-processing described so far, performing the time-traversal query be-
comes a trivial task. It is sucient to execute it on all reconstructed graphs, each
associated with a snapshot relevant to that query and containing the strictly neces-
sary information to satisfy the user’s request.

The owchart in Fig. 4 summarizes the single-version and cross-version query
methodology.
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Figure 4: Flowchart illustrating the methodology to perform single-time and
cross-time structured queries on versions

3.3 Single and cross-delta structured query

Performing a structured query on deltas means focusing on change instead of the
overall status of a resource. On the one hand, if the interest is limited to a specic
change instance, it is called a single-delta structured query. On the other hand, if the
structured query is run on the whole dataset’s changes history, it is named a cross
delta structured query.

Theoretically, employing the OCDM, it is possible to conduct searches on deltas
without needing a dedicated library. For example, the query in Listing 4 can be used
to nd those identiers whose strings have been modied. However, a similar SPARQL
string requires the user to have a deep knowledge of the data model. Therefore, it is
valuable to introduce a method to simplify and generalize the operation, hiding the
complexity of the underlying provenance pattern.

Listing 4: Example of a direct query on deltas

From Listing 4, it is possible to derive two requirements: the user shall identify
the entities he is interested in through a SPARQL query and specify the properties to
study the change. In addition, to allow both single-delta and cross-delta structured
queries, it is necessary to provide the possibility of entering a time.

Consequently, the rst step is to discover the entities that respond to the user’s
query. One might think that it is enough to search them on the data collection and
store the resources obtained. However, only the URIs currently contained in the
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dataset would be acquired, excluding the deleted ones. A strategy similar to that
described for time-traversal queries must be implemented to satisfy the user’s research
across time. The query has to be pre-processed, extracting the triple patterns and
recursively explicating the variables for the non-isolated ones. To this end, the past
graphs of the (gradually) identied resources must be reconstructed, and the procedure
is identical to the version query’s one shown in Fig. 4. Likewise, if the user has input
a time, only versions within that period are materialized; otherwise, all states are
rebuilt. However, the dierence is in the purpose because there is no need to return
previous versions in this context. Rebuilding past graphs is a shortcut to explicate the
query variables and identify those relevant resources in the past but not in the present
dataset state. Thereby, as far as isolated triples patterns are concerned, the procedure
is more streamlined. Once their URIs have been found within the update queries and
the relevant entities have been stored, there is no reason to get their past conditions
since they are isolated.

After all relevant entities are found, suppose a set of properties is input. In
that case, the previously collected resources must be ltered, only keeping those that
changed the values in the properties’ set. This information can be obtained from the
provenance data. On the contrary, if no predicate was indicated, it is necessary to
restrict the eld to those entities that have received any modication. Finally, the
relevant modied entities are returned concerning the specied query, properties, and
time, when they changed and how.

The owchart in Fig. 5 summarizes the single-delta and cross-delta structured
query methodology.

Figure 5: Flowchart illustrating the methodology to perform single-time and
cross-time structured queries on deltas
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3.4 Implementation

We concretely implemented this methodology in a Python package, time-agnostic-
library, distributed as open-source software on GitHub and Zenodo under the ISC
license, archived on Software Heritage for long-term preservation, and download-
able with pip (Massari, 2022b). It makes three main classes available to the user:
AgnosticEntity, VersionQuery, and
DeltaQuery, for materializations, version queries, and delta queries. All three op-
erations can be performed over the entire history available or by specifying a time
interval via a tuple in the form (START, END). In this way, each of the six retrieval
functionalities considered in the taxonomy by Fernández et al. can be accomplished
(J. Fernández et al., 2015).

The package was tested on Blazegraph, GraphDB, Apache Jena Fuseki, and Open-
Link Virtuoso, and it is fully compatible with these triplestores. In addition, time-
agnostic-library provides conguration parameters to take advantage of the full-text
indexing systems integrated into each of the mentioned databases to achieve instant
text searches.

Moreover, the library enables one to specify the URL of a triplestore to use as a
cache. The benets of using this cache mechanism are illustrated as follows:

1. All past reconstructed graphs are saved on triplestore and never on RAM. Then,
the impact of the process on the RAM is highly reduced.

2. Time-traversal queries are executed on the cache triplestore and not on graphs
saved in RAM. Therefore, they are faster, as most triplestores implement op-
timization strategies to run queries eciently. For example, Blazegraph uses
B+Tree as a data structure, which provides search operations in logarithmic
amortized time (SYSTAP, 2013).

3. If a query is launched a second time, the already recovered entities’ history is
not reconstructed but derived from the cache.

However, the cache has three disadvantages: rst, it takes up space; secondly,
the current implementation does not quicken the relevant entities’ discovery, and the
variables must be solved each time. Third, the rst execution slows down the query,
as the information must be loaded into the cache triplestore.

Test-Driven Development (TDD) (Beck, 2003) was adopted as a software develop-
ment process, and a total of 155 tests were developed, with 100% coverage. Finally, the
entire test procedure was automated to ensure reproducibility, including downloading
and extracting the necessary databases and starting them. For detailed documentation
on the operation and use of time-agnostic-library and the cache system, see (Massari,
2022a).

4 Evaluation and discussion

This section illustrates the quantitative evaluation we performed on time-agnostic-
library through benchmarks on execution times and memory used by the various func-
tionalities.

Before benchmarking, it was necessary to generate a dataset compliant with the
OpenCitations Data Model rich in provenance information. As for the dataset content,
the metadata of all the works published by the journal Scientometrics was mapped,
having derived that information entirely from Crossref via its REST API (Hendricks
et al., 2020). It contains 4,960,087 data triples and 19,348,027 provenance triples,
which correspond to 1,134,545 entities and 2,696,689 snapshots. The code to generate
and modify such collections is available on GitHub (Massari, 2021). Moreover, the
benchmark procedure is fully reproducible and automated by running a single shell
le (Massari, 2022c).
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Benchmarks are performed on a variety of triplestores, i.e., Blazegraph, GraphDB
Free Edition, Apache Jena Fuseki, and OpenLink Virtuoso, and all data is available
on Zenodo (Massari, 2022d).

All the experiments were conducted using a computer with the following hardware
specications:

• CPU: Intel Core i9 12900K

• RAM: 128 GB DDR4 3200 MHz CL14

• Storage: 1 TB SSD Nvme PCIe 4.0

The benchmarks involve ten use cases: the materialization of one or all versions,
single-version, single-delta, cross-version, and cross-delta structured queries containing
three joined triple patterns and, nally, the same types of searches with one isolated
triple pattern, as can be seen in Listing 5. Regarding queries with joined triple pat-
terns, they refer to 20 randomly selected entities among those relevant to such queries.
These entities have a variable number of provenance snapshots, ranging from a mini-
mum of 2 to a maximum of 35. They have 20 snapshots on average with a standard
deviation of 8.

Listing 5: Benchmarked queries with known and unknown subjects. In the rst
query, < entity > is a placeholder for 20 dierent entities

Each benchmark on the execution time and RAM was performed ten times for
each entity and each query type (200 executions for queries on explicit entities, 10 for
the others), while the average and standard deviations were stored.

All the considered triplestores cache query results making the subsequent execu-
tion nearly instant. To solve this problem at its root, we killed each triplestore and
relaunched it before each query since this cache is volatile and released when the
database is closed.

Our cache system and each triplestore textual index were evaluated together and
separately to measure their contribution to enhancing the performances. These ad-
ditional features were not assessed for all the retrieval functionalities but exclusively
for those that benet from them. More precisely, the cache is employed only by those
functions that involve reconstructing past graphs. On the other hand, only processes
that require searching for strings within update queries take advantage of the textual
indexes.
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One might wonder why we used a custom benchmark and not BEAR — the main,
if not the only, benchmark for time-aware datasets (J. Fernández et al., 2016). The
reason is that BEAR does not allow experimenting with our methodology’s three
most relevant contributions: the possibility of performing time-traversal queries via
SPARQL live. In fact, it does not support cross-version (or time-traversal) and cross-
delta queries, does not use SPARQL but AnQL, and does not consider the cost of
indexing the data before launching the query for those systems that do not operate in
real-time.

As a baseline against which to compare results, we used the query runtime on the
latest version regarding the queries on versions. This information, together with the
number of snapshots involved in each query, reveals the per-snapshot overhead, i.e.,
the result of dividing the total runtime by the number of revisions involved in the
query execution.

The number of snapshots involved was calculated dierently depending on the
query type. Regarding version materialization, the number of snapshots is equal to
the number of snapshots of that entity. Conversely, for materializations of particular
versions, the number of snapshots equals the number of snapshots between the present
and the version to be materialized. The same holds for cross-version and single-version
queries: the snapshots’ number is equal to the sum of all present and past entities’
snapshots involved in the query or just the ones included between the present and the
desired period.

The perspective is reversed for queries on deltas. For those, the baseline is provided
by a query on the snapshots of the entities currently in the dataset. Therefore, the
overhead is given by the total number of entities involved in the query, particularly
those no longer present in the dataset that needs to be identied algorithmically.

Table 2 shows – in seconds – the mean and standard deviation of the time spent to
complete the various operations on Blazegraph, GraphDB Free Edition, Fuseki, and
Virtuoso, with and without the cache and the textual index. The values are reported
with three signicant gures.

By looking at the results, it can be observed that time-agnostic-library expresses
the best performances for queries on known subjects. Materializing all versions took
an average of 0.213s seconds on Fuseki, while a specic snapshot 0.165s seconds, with
an average per-snapshot overhead of 0,0107s and 0,0211s. Conversely, on average on
Fuseki, the SPARQL query on all versions took 13.5s (with 792 snapshots involved on
average), on versions within a given period 1.62s seconds (15.9 updates on average),
on all deltas 14.6s seconds (with 162 entities involved), and on deltas within a limited
interval 2.82s seconds (for 49.2 entities).

However, such speeds are only possible if the subject is known. If it is unknown,
all present and past entities relevant to explicated predicates and objects must be
considered, requiring much more time. For cross-version and single-version queries,
it was necessary to identify and process 11,928 snapshots, taking 381s and 285s on
average on Fuseki, while for cross-delta and single-delta queries 7642 entities solved
the input query, requiring 235s and 188s on average to answer the question.

Indeed, the cache system and the textual index were implemented to reduce these
timeframes as much as possible. The index alone had a marginal impact by reducing
the execution of all queries up to 10 seconds, while the cache had a more signicant
eect, cutting alone more than half of all runtimes. Finally, combining the textual
index and the cache made the results predictably the fastest in the series.

However, it is essential to highlight a drawback resulting from the cache’s adoption:
it improves the times only from the second execution of a given query onwards. The
rst time, it worsens them, involving additional write operations on the cache triple-
store, as can be observed by the high standard deviation. Nevertheless, the cache
always has advantages in terms of RAM, as explained below.

Table 3 shows the average RAM used by the various functionalities measured
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in Megabyte with three signicant gures, rst without and then with the cache.
All operations required less than a gigabyte. The minimum was about 33 MB for
materializing single versions. Conversely, the peak was about 700 MB regarding the
time-traversal query with an unknown subject. Instead, the same function performed
over a limited interval required up to a fourth of the memory on Blazegraph. It can
be inferred that if the available RAM is insucient, dening a period of interest helps
to reduce dramatically the resources needed to answer the research.

A valid alternative to decrease RAM consumption is to use the cache system, which
improves all benchmarks and cuts in a half the memory needed for time-traversal
queries with isolated triple patterns. Furthermore, if the restored graphs are millions,
depending on the available RAM, caching them becomes the only viable option to
complete the query and avoid a crash. Additionally, even if the PC resources were
sucient, the time necessary to answer the user’s query on all the past states of the
dataset stored in RAM would increase exponentially with the entities involved. At
the same time, a triplestore implements optimizations that allow completing this nal
step in a scalable way. Though, it should be noted that the cache occupies disk space.
At the end of all benchmarks, the cache contains 45 dataset versions in which 10,291
entities were reconstructed, totalling 691,799 quadruples. The weight varies depending
on the triplestore and is 209.7 MB for Blazegraph, 128.3 MB for GraphDB, 405.8 MB
for Fuseki, and 82,1 MB for Virtuoso.
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Table 3: Mean RAM used by the various functionalities measured in Megabyte,
rst without and then with the cache. The data are reported with three signif-
icant gures

5 Conclusion

This article introduced a methodology to conduct live time-traversal queries on RDF
datasets and software developed in Python implementing it. We adopted the OpenCi-
tations Data Model to handle provenance and change tracking, which introduces a
document-inspired system that stores the delta between two versions of an entity, sav-
ing the di in a separate named graph as a SPARQL update string associated with
the property oco:hasUpdateQuery.

Then, by analyzing existing solutions to run time-traversal queries on RDF datasets
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with the taxonomy by Fernández et al. (J. Fernández et al., 2016), three requirements
were established: rst, all retrieval functionalities needed to be enabled; second, they
had to be completed live; third, queries had to be expressed in standard SPARQL.

As far as we know, time-agnostic-library is, to date, the only one that allows
performing all the time-related retrieval functionalities live via SPARQL. In addition,
this software can be used for any dataset that tracks changes and provenance as
described in the OCDM.

Future works include supporting all property paths in time-agnostic-library. Cur-
rently, the software only allows the inverse property path to be used. In addition,
we plan to improve and extend the library’s code to increase the performance of all
the operations it enables, particularly in running structured queries involving isolated
triple patterns.

Finally, we aim to use time-agnostic-library to address specic needs derived from
OpenCitations’ use cases. These include a system to enable users to understand how
and why an entity was modied in time and involve domain experts in the curatorship
of data while keeping track of the changes and their responsible agents.
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